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here are 30 of the most valuable shipwreck finds from around the globe listed by the year they were discovered starting with
the oldest first the lure of shipwrecks and the treasures they yield has fascinated many people not only for their monetary
worth but also their rich history centuries after the spanish galleon ship san josé sunk in colombian waters and nearly a
decade after it was initially discovered the estimated 17 billion shipwreck is set to be recovered as soon as april according to
officials there are an estimated 3 million shipwrecks gracing the bottom of the ocean floor that has yet to be found these
ships tell stories of the people who sailed them hold answers to why they ended up at the bottom of the sea and some hold
untold riches the latest photographs and video of the wreck of the san josé treasure galleon were released by the colombian
navy on june 6 the ship was loaded with an estimated 17 billion worth of gold stories of buried treasure and ancient
shipwrecks have captivated for centuries from pirate tales to hollywood blockbusters on july 20 1985 35 years ago today mel
fisher discovered the shipwreck of the nuestra senora de atocha off the florida keys the cargo s value is estimated to be
worth around 400 million draining the oceans reveals the richest wrecks ever found more treasure hunting has captured our
imaginations for centuries these mysterious undersea sites might contain millions or billions in lost treasure perhaps most
famously allen exploration s team has been surveying and recovering treasures from the wreck of the maravillas a spanish
ship loaded with gold silver and gems that sank in the san jose is one of thousands of shipwrecks around the world and
excavating historic cargo is an enticing prospect for archaeologists and treasure hunters over the centuries countless
vessels have been lost beneath the waves including warships pirate ships and trade vessels finding them is time consuming
and expensive and bringing them back to the surface even more so here are some of the most famous and valuable
shipwrecks still lost at sea the lure of sunken treasure has been part of human nature as long as ships have plied the seas
here are the most spectacular shipwreck treasures ever found 1 the black swan project 500 million the bountiful seas hold
many many treasures above and beyond these ten astonishing shipwreck treasures on our list it is said that there may be as
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many as three million other shipwrecks scattered across the ocean floor shipwrecks are the stuff of movie magic nothing
makes for better blockbuster fodder than a giant glamorous vessel crashing into an iceberg and sinking to the bottom of the
ocean just ask james cameron however these incidents on the high seas are just as much fact as they are fiction from a
cornish wreck known as el dorado of the seas to some of the most iconic vessels in seafaring history here are 5 shipwrecks
that are yet to be discovered 1 santa maria 1492 the notorious explorer christopher columbus set sail for the new world in
1492 with three ships niña pinta and santa maria here at west bay trading you ll find truely spectacular gold doubloons silver
pieces of eight individual coins or mounted into sterling silver or 14 kt gold earrings pendants rings and bracelets all with
authenticity certificates confirming you as the owner of genuine shipwreck treasure a patrol vessel that was wrecked at key
west in the 1919 florida keys hurricane a diver class rescue and salvage ship that sank off key west as an artificial reef in
185 fsw 1 14 a treasury class cutter that was sunk as an artificial reef near key largo there s a shipwreck ruin from 1715 with
3 000 000 silver coins near the treasure coast of florida by marisa roman published december 28 2021 there s a history of
shipwrecks within the great state of florida that is both tragic and awe inspiring explore the virtual museum welcome to the
world of shipwreck exploration our scientific adventures take us far below the surface to bring back amazing treasures to
share on the shipwrecks artifacts treasure website many early settlers in islamorada and key west were wreckers salvaging
goods from ships that sank along the continental united states only living coral barrier reef which runs parallel to the keys



30 of the most valuable shipwreck treasures ever found May 20 2024 here are 30 of the most valuable shipwreck
finds from around the globe listed by the year they were discovered starting with the oldest first the lure of shipwrecks and
the treasures they yield has fascinated many people not only for their monetary worth but also their rich history
most valuable treasure 17 billion spanish shipwreck from Apr 19 2024 centuries after the spanish galleon ship san
josé sunk in colombian waters and nearly a decade after it was initially discovered the estimated 17 billion shipwreck is set
to be recovered as soon as april according to officials
eight famous shipwrecks that have yet to be found Mar 18 2024 there are an estimated 3 million shipwrecks gracing the
bottom of the ocean floor that has yet to be found these ships tell stories of the people who sailed them hold answers to why
they ended up at the bottom of the sea and some hold untold riches
17 billion shipwreck near colombia is remarkably preserved Feb 17 2024 the latest photographs and video of the
wreck of the san josé treasure galleon were released by the colombian navy on june 6 the ship was loaded with an estimated
17 billion worth of gold
hoard of priceless treasures recovered from 350 year old Jan 16 2024 stories of buried treasure and ancient shipwrecks have
captivated for centuries from pirate tales to hollywood blockbusters
the world s most valuable shipwreck the nuestra senora de atocha Dec 15 2023 on july 20 1985 35 years ago today
mel fisher discovered the shipwreck of the nuestra senora de atocha off the florida keys the cargo s value is estimated to be
worth around 400 million
sunken treasures full episode drain the oceans youtube Nov 14 2023 draining the oceans reveals the richest wrecks ever
found more treasure hunting has captured our imaginations for centuries
6 valuable shipwrecks still waiting to be found mental floss Oct 13 2023 these mysterious undersea sites might
contain millions or billions in lost treasure
unraveling the secrets of the long lost shipwrecks in the Sep 12 2023 perhaps most famously allen exploration s
team has been surveying and recovering treasures from the wreck of the maravillas a spanish ship loaded with gold silver
and gems that sank in
shipwrecks who owns the treasure hidden under the sea bbc Aug 11 2023 the san jose is one of thousands of
shipwrecks around the world and excavating historic cargo is an enticing prospect for archaeologists and treasure hunters
8 lost shipwrecks that still hold promise of treasure and fame Jul 10 2023 over the centuries countless vessels have been lost



beneath the waves including warships pirate ships and trade vessels finding them is time consuming and expensive and
bringing them back to the surface even more so here are some of the most famous and valuable shipwrecks still lost at sea
the most spectacular shipwreck treasures ever found grunge Jun 09 2023 the lure of sunken treasure has been part of
human nature as long as ships have plied the seas here are the most spectacular shipwreck treasures ever found
10 greatest shipwreck treasures ever found therichest May 08 2023 1 the black swan project 500 million the bountiful
seas hold many many treasures above and beyond these ten astonishing shipwreck treasures on our list it is said that there
may be as many as three million other shipwrecks scattered across the ocean floor
these are the most famous undiscovered shipwrecks best life Apr 07 2023 shipwrecks are the stuff of movie magic nothing
makes for better blockbuster fodder than a giant glamorous vessel crashing into an iceberg and sinking to the bottom of the
ocean just ask james cameron however these incidents on the high seas are just as much fact as they are fiction
the most famous lost shipwrecks yet to be discovered Mar 06 2023 from a cornish wreck known as el dorado of the
seas to some of the most iconic vessels in seafaring history here are 5 shipwrecks that are yet to be discovered 1 santa
maria 1492 the notorious explorer christopher columbus set sail for the new world in 1492 with three ships niña pinta and
santa maria
shipwreck treasure treasure coins in vero beach florida Feb 05 2023 here at west bay trading you ll find truely spectacular
gold doubloons silver pieces of eight individual coins or mounted into sterling silver or 14 kt gold earrings pendants rings
and bracelets all with authenticity certificates confirming you as the owner of genuine shipwreck treasure
list of shipwrecks of florida wikipedia Jan 04 2023 a patrol vessel that was wrecked at key west in the 1919 florida keys
hurricane a diver class rescue and salvage ship that sank off key west as an artificial reef in 185 fsw 1 14 a treasury class
cutter that was sunk as an artificial reef near key largo
the 1715 treasure fleet worth millions sits off the coast in Dec 03 2022 there s a shipwreck ruin from 1715 with 3 000 000
silver coins near the treasure coast of florida by marisa roman published december 28 2021 there s a history of shipwrecks
within the great state of florida that is both tragic and awe inspiring
shipwrecks artifacts treasure Nov 02 2022 explore the virtual museum welcome to the world of shipwreck exploration our
scientific adventures take us far below the surface to bring back amazing treasures to share on the shipwrecks artifacts
treasure website
early wreckers treasure hunters and modern divers seek keys Oct 01 2022 many early settlers in islamorada and key west



were wreckers salvaging goods from ships that sank along the continental united states only living coral barrier reef which
runs parallel to the keys
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